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ABSTRACT 
Solutions of the algebraic matrix Riccati equation are studied for normal forms of 
linear Hamiltonian systems. A necessary and sufficient condition is proved for 
existence of solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of linear Hamiltonian systems of differential equations 
i= Mx, (1) 
the real symmetric solutions Z of the matrix Riccati equation AZ + B - ZCZ 
- ZD = 0 associated with 
are of considerable interest (see e.g. [3] and the references given there). In 
[B] and in recent papers [1,2,4] there are established real normal forms for 
systems (1) under canonical transformations 
M++R-‘MR, R real symplectic. (2) 
It seems natural to consider the solution sets of matrix Riccati equations for 
normal forms N, though it is not always possible to regain the solutions 
belonging to RNR - ’ from those associated with N. This difficulty, however, 
can be evaded by using the Cayley transformation (Sec. 4). As an application 
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of a solution splitting theorem we may restrict our considerations to normal 
forms N with the only eigenvalues .z, - x,Z, - Z for some fixed complex 
number z. There are four possible cases for z; they are discussed separately 
in the Sets. 58. In Sec. 9 a necessary and sufficient condition for existence 
of solutions for a general M is presented. 
2. NOTATION 
The notation used is taken from [5], with some exceptions. The transpose 
of a complex m_atrix _Z is denoted by ‘2, the conjugate complex matrix by 2, 
and we define 2 : = ‘2. The notation [M,, . . . , AI,] and _Z, (X) is explained in [5], 
p. 137. For matrices M (n/t) with 2~ (2~~) rows and columns, r= 1,. . . , t, we 
write Ml@**. 83 M, instead of {M,, . . . , Mt}c,l ,,,,, I,j [5, p. 1411, and we 
abbreviate Q(M,r,C) [5, p. 1361 by Q(M). Finally we define the sets 
G(M) : = {X EP(M)IX real symmetric}, 
and G “: = G(E (2")), U, : = U(E ('")). 
3. NORMAL FORMS FOR LINEAR HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
Let K be a field and 
The symplectic group of degree n over K is 
The Lie algebra of the Lie group Sp(n,R) is 
sp(n,R):= {M E‘!DZ2,(R)]‘MZ+ZM=0}. 
An autonomous linear Hamiltonian system of differential equations has the 
form (1) with M ~sp(n,R). Two such systems are called equivalent, iff the 
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corresponding matrices from sp(n,R) are equivalent, i.e., iff they are related 
by a transformation (2). The equivalence classes are known; they may be 
described by representatives as follows: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M Esp(n,R). There exist r,n, ,..., n,EN, R l Sp(n,R) 
and M,Esp(n,,R), p=l,...,r, such that R-‘MR=M,@... CBM,, where 
each of the M, is a matrix of one of the following seven types: 
I. Jjh(b):=b[Jh(l))f,Jh(l)], b>O, hEN. 
II. f,(c):=[S,(c), -%,(c)] with &(c):=( “FL ]it)), c=x+iy, 
x,y>O, h=2k, kEN. 
III. a 
0 -LA (1) with L : = 
L 0 
hEN. 
0 1 
1 
\l 0 
IV. -a 
0 -U$) , a>O, hEN. 
L 0 
V. e!j h : = Vh(O), - fJh(0)], h odd. 
with U : = [0, . ..,O,(-l)h+l]Emh(R), 
VII. p& := I,(‘) 
0 
Moreover, the matrices M, are, except for a permutation, uniquely de- 
termined by M. 
Proof, The result can be obtained by a few additional computations 
from Theorems 2.2, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 in [2]. n 
REMARK 3.2. Ciampi’s normal forms of types III and IV are not very 
convenient for our purposes; therefore, they will be replaced in Sec. 7 by 
equivalent matrices ? eh (ia). 
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REMARK 3.3. The types enumerated in Theorem 3.1 have the following 
Jordan normal forms: 
I: Vh@Lhl(~)l> 
II: [Jh(c),Jh(-c),Jh(cxJh(-c)l, 
III and IV: [J,(ia&( - ia)], 
V: IJh KuIm 
VI and VII: _/a,,(O). 
4. CAYLEY TRANSFORMATION 
Studying properties of the solutions of (I) with 
l sp(n,R), 
one often has to compute the real symmetric solutions X E G(M) of the 
matrix Riccati equation 
AX+B-XCX+X’A=O 
belonging to M. For normal forms N= M, $ * * . G3 M,,,, where the M,, have in 
pairs no common eigenvalue, [5], Theorem 3 gives 
XEG(M) w X=[X, ,..., Xm] with XP~6(MP),p=l,...,m. 
Therefore, it is natural to ask for relations between the sets B(R -‘NR) with 
R l Sp(n,R) and G(N). Let 
and 2 E 9J& (C). In case det( CZ + D) #O, we define 
M(Z):=(AZ+B)(CZ+D)-‘. 
We immediately obtain 
LEMMA 4.1. If the inverses appearing exist, then 
M,W,W)=P,M,)(Z) 
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holds and M(Z) = Z means the same as Z EC(M). 
Let 
F(2n) : = EC”) 
i 
- iE 
E 1 iE(“) ’ 
wherei:=V-11WehaveF~=2E.ForME~2,(C)let 
M*.=FMF-’ 
further let Sp*(n, R) : = {R*IR E Sp(n, R)} and sp*(n, R) : = {M*IM E 
sp(n7R)I. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. 
(i) X H F(X) is a bijection of G, onto the subset of all matrices in U, 
without eigenoalue 1. 
(ii) The group Sp*(n,R) acts transitively on U, by (R,Z) t, R(Z). 
(iii) For any R ESp*(n,R), M Esp*(n,R) we have R(Z)ElI(RMR-‘) 
iff Z EU(M). 
Proof. (i) and ( ) ii are well known from [7l and [6, Chapter II, Sec. 111 
and easy to prove. (iii) is a trivial consequence of Lemma 4.1. n 
REMARK 4.3. Obviously, 4.2 (“) n and (iii) are not true if Sp*(n,R), 
sp*(n,R) are replaced by Sp(n,R), sp(n,R), and U,, U( ) by G,,,G( ). 
We now have 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let M Esp(n,R). There exists R E Sp(n,R) such that 
R-‘MR=M,&. CB M,,,, where the MP E sp( 9, R) have pairwise different 
eigenvalues and every M,, is of the form M,, = NP1@. . * C3NPk, with NW 
either of type I or II or III, IV or V, VI, VII. Any X E G, satisfies X E G( M) 
iff X=(RF)(Z), where Z=[Z, ,..., Z,] with Z,EU(M,*), p=l,..., m, and 1 
does not appear as an eigenvalue of R*( Z ). 
We are therefore reduced to the problem of studying the sets lI(M*) 
corresponding to normal forms M = M, CD . . . 6T3 M, E sp( n, R) for the follow- 
ing four cases distinguished by the set @:, of eigenvalues of M: 
A. @,={b, -b}, bER, b>O. 
B. O,={c,--c,C,-C}, c=x+iy, x,y~R, x,y>O. 
C. O,={ia, -ia}, aER, a>O. 
D. EM=(O). 
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As the shape of the normal forms in Theorem 3.1 shows, we may assume 
b = 1 in the case A and a= 1 in case C. We shall see from Corollary 6.2 
below that we may assume, e.g., c = 1+ i in case B. 
5. CASE A 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that T E Gl(n, R) and 2 E m,,(C) sutisfv 
(E-Z)T(E+Z)=O. Then Z’=E. 
Proof. (E-Z)T(E+ Z)=O means Z Ez([T,O(“)]*). We choose a com- 
plex polynomial f such that f(T) = E and f(O(“)) = - E. From [5], p. 137 we 
conclude Z EC([E, - El*), i.e., Z2= E. H 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let T E 92”(R). Assume that T and - T have no 
common eigenvalue. Then to M : = [T, - ‘T]* there belongs the solution set 
U(M)= {xE@,[(E-x)T(E+x)=o}. (3) 
Proof. Let Z E U(M). Because T and - T have distinct eigenvalues, 
there exists a polynomial f such that f(T) = T and f( - ‘T) = O(“). We obtai_n 
Z ~ll(f(M))=ll([T,O]*). I n addition, Lemma 5.1 yields Z 2 = E = ZZ, 
hence Z E G,,. Conversely, suppose X E @j,, and (E - X) T (E + X) = 0. Sub- 
traction of the transposed equation leads to X EC(M), and X EU(M) follows 
from Lemma 5.1 again. H 
As an easy consequence we get 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let M = Jjh,( b) fB * * - CT3 f&,(b) E sp( n, R) and J : = 
[Jh,(l),...,Jh,(l)]. Then U(M*)={XE~?,I(E-X)J(E+X)=O}. 
THEOREM 5.4. The solution set U(Ijh(b)*) contains exactly h + 1 ek- 
ments, namely E, -E and [EC’), -E(h-Y)]f~ v=l,..., h-l. 
Proof. According to Corollary 5.3, the matrices mentioned belong to 
U(hh( b)*). Assume now that X is any element of U(&(b)*) for h > 1. From 
Corollary 5.3 and Lemma 5.1 we conclude that X2 = E, and with the 
definition J:=_&(O) we get (E-X)J(E+X)=O; this means XEQ([J,O]*). 
Consequently, X E~([J~-‘,O]*), i.e., (E-X)Jhpl(E+X)=O. Let X=:(x,,) 
and E=:(6,,); then (S,, -x,,)(6,,,+x,,J=O for every p,~=l,..., h. The 
theorem now follows by an induction argument, since the first row and the 
first column of E - X or the last row and the last column of E + X vanish. H 
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6. CASE B 
Let M, : = fh,(c) Cf3 . . . CBfb(c) Esp(n,R). There exists a permutation 
matrix P (which is independent of c) causing 
P[ Shl (C),...> sh,(c)]fP=sh,(c)@**. qJc)=:T. 
Then N:=[P,P]ES~*(~,R) and NM1*N-‘=[T, -‘T]*. It suffices now to 
describe the set U(NM1*N -‘), because PZ tP belongs to this set iff 2 E 
U(M,*). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let M:=[T, -tT]*~sp*(n,R), n=2m, mEN with 
: = 
L(l) 
Sh,(C) CI3 * * * G3 S,Jc), h, = 2k,, k, EN, p = 1,. . . ,r and J:= 
,..., &(l)]. Then U(M) contains exactly the matrices X E 6, which 
satisfy 
(E-X)[.Z,_Z](E+X)=O 
and which are of the form 
(4) 
Proof. According to Proposition 5.2, U(M) can be described by (3), for 
S,(c) has only the eigenvalues c = x + iy and C (# - c, - C). Because 
T=[J,J]+(x-l)E(“)+yZ(“), 
it is sufficient to prove that every X ELI(M) satisfies (4) and has the form (5), 
for, conversely, (4) and (5) first imply X2 = E and then (E - X)Z (“)(E + X) = 
0; hence (E-X)T(E+X)=O. 
So let us assume X E U(M). We set S: = T* = [J+ (c - l)E,J+ (C- l)E 1, 
and from Proposition 5.2 we obtain (E - X’) T*(E + X*) = 0, i.e., 
We can choose a polynomial f: z I+ ~~=cu,z” such that f(S) = [./,_I]. Then 
x*.,(( ,“: g)) 
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7. CASE C 
We first construct matrices -+ e,(ia) which will serve as normal forms 
instead of the types III, IV given in Theorem 3.1. 
Let h EN. We put 9: = [h/2] (the greatest integer < h/2) and p: = 
h - 9. The following is easily verified: 
LEMMA 7.1 Assume 
Then 
A+iE 0 0 B 
M:= ’ o- iE % 0 
0 B A-iE 0 
\ tB 0 0 D+iE 
and M is conjugate in G1(2h, C) to [N+ iE,& iE]. 
Esp*(h,R), (7) 
Note that this lemma also holds for h = 1 with the convention of 
suppressing matrix symbols like 2 (I,‘) where r=O or s =O. 
Furthermore, we define 
I 
0 -1 
1 
K, : = 
Suppose now that h is odd. The matrix 
(8) 
is orthogonal. From the fact that for S : = ‘T [E (P), - E (4)] T the equation 
tJh(O)S + S./h (0) = 0 holds, we conclude that 
Nh : = TJh (0) Th- ’ 
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satisfies (6). We define 
fh:=M 
where M is constructed from 
(9) 
as described by (7). By Lemma 7.1, Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.3, the matrix 
e,(ia), defined by 
e,(ia)* : = afh (10) 
for a >0, is equivalent to exactly one of the matrices of type III or IV in 
Theorem 3.1, and - e,(ia) to the other. 
Now suppose that h is even. Here we put 
This matrix satisfies (6); therefore we again define fh by (9) with M as in (7) 
and eh (iu) by (10). For any h EN we now replace the normal forms of types 
III and IV in Theorem 3.1 by eh( iu) and - e,(iu), respectively. Then 
Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.4 remain valid (see also Theorem 9.1 below). 
It seems difficult to write down explicitly the solution set lI(N*) for a 
general normal form N in case C, though it is possible to give a description of 
lI(N*) similar to those in Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 6.1, but far more 
complicated. We shall restrict ourselves to the simplest cases. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let f,, be defined as above. For even h the set U(f,,) 
contains only the element 
G:=( & EZ’). 
Proof. N,, : = t);+ satisfies [G,E(h)]((Nh-iE)@(Nh+iE))[G,E(h)]=fh. 
One easily verifies that E @I) Ec(Nh), and Corollary 1 in [5] shows that c(N,) 
contains no other element. We have 
Z EU(fh) ti GZ Efi((Nh-iiE)@(Nh+iE)) * GZ=[E(9),E(9)], 
for Nh i- iE and Nh - iE have no common eigenvalue. 
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THEOREM 7.3. Let NEsp*(n,R) with N=M,$~.. @M, such that 
Mp=f4C13 * * * @f,CB(--f,)Cf3.. . B(-f,), where f,,p occurs in Mp exactly u,, 
times and - f,,p exactly b, times, p = 1,. . . ,m. Then 
a .= . 2 a,+# c bP=: b 
implies U(N) = 0. 
Proof. Let k be the maximum of h,,. . ., h,. We choose a complex 
polynomial f such that f(i) = 1, f ( - i) = - 1 and all derivatives of orders 
k of f vanish at i and - i. Because of (9) and (7), we have f(f,)= 
r]#Gcpr - ECh),E(q)] = -f(-fh) for every h=l,... , k. Hence f(N) = 
te r ,..., e,,,e”+r ,..., eZn] with ey= t-1. Now a#b means that the number of 
indices VE{~,..., n} with e,, = 1 differs from the number of indices Y E {n + 1, 
. . . ,2n} with eV = 1. In this case, Q( f(N)) cannot contain any nonsingular 
element. The assertion now follows from U(N) c 113( f (N )). w 
The converse of 7.3 is also true, as we see from the next theorem. Note 
that - fh = R fhR -i holds for proper R E Sp*(n, R), since M* and - M*, M 
denoting the matrix of type III in Theorem 3.1, are matrices with purely 
imaginary entries. 
THEOREM 7.4. For ~=1,2 let h,,EN be odd, q”:=(h,-1)/2. Then 
n(fhl@ih2) contains (at least) the two elements 
where 
I 
0 0 _ E(9.1 
z (h.): = Y o 0 0 > 
- E(9.1 0(9”.1) 0 
I 
with E= ? 1. 
Proof. First, one verifies z,, EQ(fh ) by a similar calculation to that in 
the proof of Theorem 7.2. Then we parktion 
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where the matrices P,,,R,, S,, can be specified by means of (9), (7) and (6). 
Because [Z,,Z,] E2(fh,@ih,), we need only show the identities 
p,z,2 - Z,R,Z,, - Z,,R$, - z,,s, = 0, 
Z,,R,tZ,, = 0 and tZ,,R,Z,, = 0. 
But this is just a straightforward verification. n 
8. CASE D 
Theorem 8.1 below will underline the complexity of the solution sets 
U(M*) for general normal forms M in case D. We shall deal here only with 
the irreducible normal forms. 
For any n EN let 
2B”:={wE’J32,(C)JWI”(O)= -“J,(O)W}, 
Let F(‘“) be the matrix defined in Sec. 4, and let 
~~,O):={~(W)IW~~~n~~, detW=O}, 
~3~i):={[E(i),Z,-E(i)]lZ~~1”-~i,~)} for 1< j<+, V=1,2. 
THEOREM 8.1. For any odd h E N, 
(h - 1)/z 
U(eIj,*) = U (2!jhJ’u 2ih,i)). 
i=o 
(11) 
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Proof We put M,, : = eh,* for any odd n E N. Then M,, = T, 
X [J,,(O),J,(O)]T~-', with 
and K,, as in (8). 
Assume now Z E lI(M,). According to [5], Theorems 1, 2, at least one of 
the following two statements is true: 
(a) There exists a complex matrix L= 
( 1 
'1:: such that M,,L=L.l,,(O), 
detQ#O and Z= PQ-'. 
Q 
(b) There exist HEN, l< i< (h-1)/2, and matrices L,EYJI~,,,_~(C), 
L,E'~JZ,,,~(C) such that MhLl=LIJh_i(0), MhLz=L,Ji(0), (L,L,)= , 
detQ#O and Z= PQ-'. 
We first suppose (a). Then L has the form 
with V, Vi E B,, [5, pp. 138, 1391. It follows that 
where W= iKZh Vi EB,, and det( V+ W) #O. We consider the possibilities 
(ai) detVf0, (a,) detV=O. In case (a,), we have F(2h)(iWV-1)=( W- 
V)(W+V)-‘=-ZEUh; hence ZEC~~*‘). In case (as), we see from the 
triangular form of V and W that W must be invertible. Now F(2h)(iVW-1) 
= Z, and we get Z E SJih,‘), since iVW _ ’ E 23;. 
Next suppose that (a) is false. Then (b) holds. From the matrix equations 
for L,,L, we obtain 
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R:= 
with 
We divide P=: (Pp,,)p,v=1,2,3 into rectangular submatrices such that P,,, Pu E 
‘;m,(C), and we partition Q similarly. 
We have P2, = Q21 = Pu = Q23 = 0. Together with det Q#O, this yields 
det Qss #O. Furthermore, P,, = Qlu and Psv = - Qsy for v = 1,2,3; and 
with 
iKV,=: 
OV-2j.j) w 
* * and W EB~~_,~. 
Hence 2 = PQ -’ = [E (i), P2,Q2i ‘, - E (i)]. The matrix 
satisfies M,_,,.L = L&__ej(0), which implies Z, : = P22Q2i’ E 5t(Mh_2i). More- 
over, Z E U, gives Z, E U, _2i. Since Z, satisfies (a) above with h - 2j instead 
of h, we can apply the first part of the proof again to obtain Z E 13\hrj)~ L!!p,fi. 
Hence the left side of (11) is a subset of the right side. 
In order to prove the converse inclusion, we first note that the inclu- 
SiOnS ,@h’O) c U( Mh) are tkkd. SUP OSe nOW w E Gh__2. n !8& _zi, 1 < j < 
(h-1)/2. We define D,:=[E(h-i),O “1, D2:-Ech)-DD1 a;d P - 
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One easily verifies that [O(j), W, O(i)] E G(N). Application of Fc2”) yields 
[-E(n,Fch-21)(W) -E(~)]EU(N*). From 
U: = [Ech-i),iE(i)], ‘it follows that [E 
N*=[U U]M,[U 51-l with 
therefore have Q3, (h,j) C U(M,) for v = 2. 
(i),F(h-2i)( W): -E(i)] E’U(M,). We 
The corresponding inclusion for v = 1 follows from a similar computation. 
n 
REMARK 8.2. It is not difficult to show that the sets Qih*i)t., cih*j) for 
i=o , . . . , (h - 1)/2 are just the connected components of lI(eb,*). 
THEOREM 8.3. The sets U(P,*+), U(p,*_) consist of Ech) only. 
Proof This follows immediately from Corollary 1 in [5]. n 
9. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR SOLUTIONS 
In the preceding section we have seen that in cases A,B,D the set 
U(M*), M Esp*(n, R), is never empty. In case C, however, certain “signature 
conditions” must hold. We summarize: 
THEOREM 9.1. Let M Esp(n,R). By conjugation with a proper element 
of Sp(n, R), the matrix M can be brought into the fnm N = M, CB. . . CT3 M, 
such that the M, are matrices of the types I, II,V, VI,VII in Theorem 3.1 or 
of the form + eh (iu) defined in Sec. 7. 
U(M*) is non-empty if and only if for every real a >0 the number of 
summands e,, (ia) with odd h occurring in N equals the number of summands 
- e,(ia) with odd k occurring in N. 
10. A PROBLEM 
Clearly, for any M ~sp*(n,R) with U(M) # 0, its normalizer %M in 
Sp*(n,R) operates on U(M) by (R,Z) bR(Z). As examples show, this 
operation is in general not transitive. Hence the question arises what the 
orbits might be. It would be of interest to know a complete set (Z,) of 
inequivalent representatives Z, of the orbits D corresponding to any normal 
form M in the description U(M)= u,{ R(Z,)IR Em,}. Of course, one 
again is restricted to the four cases A-D for M. 
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